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Introduction 
 
In this paper, I cast a sceptical eye over the most recent in a long line of schemes, policies, 
and demands to solve the problems of urban spread and refashion our cities by what are 
inevitably highly selective increases in their population or housing densities.  The recent 
debate about increasing such densities focuses on the rhetorically named policy of 'urban 
consolidation', which Roseth (1990, p. 30) defines as 'increase of population and/or dwellings 
within a defined urban area.1  In particular, I ponder the narrowness of this policy as it is 
popularly discussed or promoted, and I question its consequences for achieving or retaining 
equalities in the distribution of domestic space, resources, skills, and amenity, and for the 
prospect of greening our homes and neighbourhoods. 
 
Aspects of Suburban Life and the Use of Domestic Space   
 
Suburbia has long been criticised on grounds of high infrastructure costs, for the social 
isolation and unthinking conformity it is thought to engender (Bowman 1977), for the way it 
reinforces gender inequalities (Watson 1988), for its alleged aesthetic dullness (Rowse 1978), 
because it extends the hegemony of industrial capitalism (Connell & Irving 1986), and 
because it leads to unnecessary environmental destruction.  What is often overlooked, 
however, is the efficiency and flexibility that low density promotes in the household economy 
and in its relations with the market economy, the range of domestic recreational pursuits and 
satisfactions it makes possible, and the fact that low density dwelling types readily 
accommodate both changing household preferences and life circumstances and are forgiving 
of low design skills (Stretton 1989).  Also, our suburbs distribute private space more equally 
than many of the other things people desire (Stretton 1974; Kendig 1979). 
 
Our use of suburban space for housing has certainly been more profligate than anyone would 
wish, but that has been true of our use of resources generally.  Moreover, criticism of the 
underutilisation of the urban land occupied by industry or of the building and financial 
resources tied up in central city development by commerce is by comparison muted.  This is 
because under capitalism the market provides the measure of productivity, and public debate 
is organised accordingly.  With so much of the formative experiences of Australians shaped 
by low density housing and with market preferences continuing to show a strong demand for 
it, despite the attempts of some densifiers to convince themselves otherwise (Johnson-
Owusu 1991) or to explain away these preferences (Edquist & Harmisch 1991), a policy of 
increasing densities ahead of demand or tolerance would be resisted or undermined by those 
in a position to do so.  So how are we to make sure that it will not be only or mostly the poor 
or those without sufficient connections who will be 'consolidated'?  To set the scene for this 
discussion, consider 3 pieces of research whose results illustrate and support some of the 
claims about low densities above.  
                                                      
1 Like the term 'urban sprawl', 'urban consolidation', which has been coined as its antonym, is 
deceptively value-laden - Roseth's definition above falsely implies no value-ladenness.  To consolidate 
is to improve, but it does not follow that because an urban area has been densified (with people or 
buildings) it has been improved.  In this way consolidators would win arguments by rhetoric rather than 
evidence.  (Value-neutral alternatives to 'sprawl' and 'consolidation' are 'spread' and 'densification', 
respectively.)  
 
In his study of Adelaide gardens, Halkett (1976) found that for productive purposes (clothes 
drying, vehicle maintenance) their use was near universal.  More than three quarters of 
households grew fruit or vegetables, with 1 in 8 growing a quarter or more of their 
requirements (1 in 5 for Italian households).  Households spent an average of 10 hours/week 
gardening, with only 10% regarding it as nothing but a chore - Queensland Recreational 
Council (1985) workshops for over 40s found that gardening was the most popular recreation 
of both men and women in this age group (and this remained true of people in their 
seventies).  Halkett showed that smaller gardens were not more elaborate or better 
maintained - the reverse was true.  More than a third of households had made changes to the 
design of their gardens in the previous year; more than a third planned such changes for the 
following year; and most carried out some such change, which seems to indicate a high 
degree of commitment in this area of daily life.  As for recreation, 60% of adults and 80% of 
children spent more than half their recreation time outdoors and more than half of this was 
spent in the garden, averaging 22 hours/week per household.  The recreational use of 
gardens was more intensive, flexible, and varied than that of any other venue, and the former 
did not inhibit the latter.  Thus, 90% of beach users were recreational garden users compared 
with 75% of non-beach users.  Further, it is plausible to suppose that the private garden both 
complements and promotes the use of other recreational venues (Stretton 1974).  So back 
yard cricket practice with mum may provide the confidence builder to try out for the school 
team, and those who have room for a dog or a boat find a use for the park or the river. 
 
In her study of fruit and vegetable growing in Brisbane, Carman (1988) provided good 
evidence of its popularity: just over half her respondents grew some fruit or vegetables.2  
People did it at least as much for productive as recreational reasons; freshness, taste, 
economy, convenience, and concern about pesticide residues in commercial produce figured 
as prominently as did growing as a hobby or for a sense of achievement.  Most growers were 
committed; almost two thirds had been at it for more than 5 years, and there was no 
correlation between growing and the period of occupation of the house.  The mean size of 
vegetable gardens was roughly that of a single carport. 
 
Finally, Homel & Burns (1985) asked children aged 9 to 11 from various Sydney suburbs to 
evaluate those suburbs as places for children to live.  Two outer 'dormitory' suburbs with few 
community facilities but set in bushland, comfortably recorded the highest scores, whilst two 
inner-city industrial suburbs (ripe for consolidation?), that were short on either public or 
private play space, proved easily the least popular.  The researchers found the children were 
reliable barometers of the amenity of their neighbourhoods, notably spatial amenity; their 
evaluations were not the product, for example, of family wealth.  Homel & Burns (pp. 113 -14) 
concluded that 'residence in a pocket of disadvantage, either in a commercial or industrial 
street, or in an enclave of poor housing, or in housing that deviates from the standard of the 
neighbourhood, is the best predictor of children's social and emotional well being', and that ' 
'ordinary' suburban life . . . promotes a generally positive attitude towards other children'. 
 
Residential Density, Equality and Deprivation 
 
What also emerges from the above research is strong evidence of equalities in the use of 
suburban space across social or life circumstances, especially across class differences, and 
of the benefits which flow from such equalities.  Halkett (1976) reports that manual workers 
kept pace with professionals in the variety and intensity of uses to which they put their 
gardens.  Both were equally given, for example, to elaborate gardens and growing 
vegetables.  Carman (1988) found that growing produce was not causally related to socio-
economic status, the number of children or retired persons in the household, or the number in 
full or part-time work.  Homel & Burns (1985) showed that despite the considerable variation 
in social disadvantage across the sweep of middle-distance Sydney suburbs there was no 
                                                      
2 Growers may have been more likely to respond than non-growers.  Carman's response rate, however, 
was such that even if 90% of those who did not respond were non-growers, more than a third of her 
total sample would still have been growers. 
corresponding variation in the children's satisfaction with these suburbs.  Given the children's 
sensitivity to neighbourhood amenity, it would seem that the oft criticised uniform spatial 
helpings of suburban housing has proved a powerful equaliser in their lives, redressing some 
of the disadvantages of class.   
 
Now the new densifiers, mindful of the enduring reminders of past novel housing failures, are 
formally modest in their proposals.  But it is important not to forget those failures.  Le 
Corbusier's 'Radiant City' was an idea for a high density but sunlit city of high-rise towers 
liberating the ground for spacious parks and an efficient transport grid.  Partially realised 
versions of Radiant City filled with housing conscripts can be found world-wide, having 
generally failed either to achieve their grander urban aims or to provide decent places for 
people to live, and many have been demolished (Coleman 1985).  The Victorian Housing 
Commission's attempt in inner Melbourne saw 3800 houses demolished for 8600 flats before 
public opposition killed the programme.  A flat cost nearly twice as much as a house and land 
package in the outer suburbs, and the programme never accounted for more than 10% of 
Melbourne's housing starts (Jones 1972). The remedial measures (messy communal cubbies 
and vegetable plots) and the compensatory programmes (artists to provide children with 
murals of dogs they cannot own) which the Commission has been forced to provide testify to 
an abject failure to understand or identify with ordinary domestic life, as do the ongoing 
maintenance and managerial costs of these estates.  The spatial illusion of Radiant City was 
achieved principally by the pretence that a single public park can be a simple substitute for 
many private gardens or courtyards, when it should have been obvious that without at least 
radical changes in social attitudes, behavioural patterns, household incomes and property 
relations this was a cruel fiction to impose on all those forced to partake in this experiment in 
urban living. 
 
Medium density housing estates bring households back down to the ground, but they too 
characteristically embody a similar spatial deception.  Houses are often multi-story and 
grouped in rows or clusters with one or two private courtyard-size outdoor spaces per house.  
5 (or more) of these houses, together with these outdoor spaces, would fit onto a quarter-acre 
block.  But so the estate does not look as though someone put the plans for a conventional 
suburb in the photocopier and pressed the 20% reduction button two things are done to 
create an illusion of spaciousness.  Firstly, private space beyond the house is stripped of 
barriers to vision or movement.  So open carports are preferred to lockable garages, and 
fences or other means of separating public ways from private yards are transparent or non-
existent, at least until resident protest can modify this regime.  The household's privacy, 
weather protection and security for its possessions, and control over any outdoor project it 
might engage in are all frustrated.  Yet it is often assumed that sociability between neighbours 
will increase merely with this density and visibility, when indifference or mistrust and 
resentment are more common under such conditions.  Secondly, the rows or clusters of 
houses are separated by wedges of public (breathing) space, for which no other use is 
contemplated or likely.  High child densities and high children-to-adult ratios are common in 
such estates, which exacerbate these problems (Cooper 1975; Sarkissian & Doherty 1987). 
 
At Easter Hill Village, an award winning public housing project built in the 1950s in California, 
the housing authority wanted no private outdoor space (to prevent tenants from becoming 
proprietorial).  It relented to the architects' appeals and residents were given small pens for 
back yards (Cooper 1975).  Propaganda for Easter Hill played on the spatial illusion 
described above: detached houses were said to constitute 'crowding at 5 houses per acre'; 
row houses offered 'spacious luxury at 8 houses per acre'.  At '20 houses per acre', Easter 
Hill could boast 'plenty of . . . useful outdoor space' for families, more than 'many an 
expensive suburb' (Row housing 1955, pp. 108-9).  With a child density of 38 per acre, 
however, few resources for play, and no effective means for residents to negotiate or control 
the ribbons of public space entangling their dwellings, social relations atrophied.  40 
kilometres south-west of Sydney at Minto (where densities clearly need to be high!), 
Sarkissian & Doherty (1987) report a less thoughtful version of Easter Hill with comparable 
child densities and similar problems.  Having myself grown up in an ordinary working class 
suburb on the edge of an Australian city, though the school had no library and social life was 
circumscribed by the local football club, various para-military youth organisations, and 
fortnightly ballroom dancing classes at the R.S.L., my heart goes out to these kids.  We had 
the abundant space and resources and relative freedom of back yards and the surrounding 
bush, which would have been denied us under any 'user pays' system.  
 
Urban population densities are inversely related to per capita income (Braby 1989).  So calls 
for a lowering of housing expectations by those openly or tacitly committed to economic 
growth are inconsistent (Gittins 1989; Forrell 1989), unless they are translated as a demand 
for increasing inequalities in the distribution of domestic space.  It is clear from the historical 
evidence that familiarity with good high density housing types or cosmopolitan urban forms 
has not obviated suburban flight or the strong demand for detached dwellings (Young & 
Willmott 1975; Stretton 1988; Whitwell 1989; Frost 1990).  Declining average household size 
is not, as some consolidationists believe (Roseth 1991), the cause of population loss from 
established urban areas (Braby 1989).  Moreover, to suppose that such a decline will 
translate directly as a preference for smaller or novel housing forms (Roseth 1991; Edquist & 
Harmisch 1991), is to overlook the causal relation between affluence and expectations .  The 
childless couple of the 90s snapping up the 3 bedroom 50s house will increase its living 
space and utilise the spare bedrooms for a study, dining or guest room, utility or store.  
Densifiers are in favour of reducing block sizes by deregulation (Roseth 1987), but where are 
the calls to control maximum block sizes or prevent the lowering of densities by the rich in 
new or established suburbs?  Since 1971, well over 100 rooming houses, providing 
accommodation for more than 800 people, and more recently several blocks of flats, have 
gone from Hawthorn in Melbourne in the last 20 years, replaced mainly by single family 
dwellings (Burke and Hayward 1990). 
 
Densifiers focus on the relatively weak tools of planning controls and design initiatives, when 
tackling major social issues calls for a basket of measures.  Reduction in immigration levels, 
decentralisation policies geared to people's actual preferences, and a taxation system which 
does not encourage the rich or the already adequately housed to consume even more space 
(as ours presently does), are attractive items for such a basket. 
 
Achieving housing equalities is not a matter of doling out detached houses or quarter-acre 
blocks to everyone.  Many people, in both old and new urban areas, clearly do not want such 
forms or would prefer others.  But to insist that people overseas live perfectly satisfying lives 
at higher densities so why should we not do likewise, overlooks the point that not all of us are 
being asked to do so, and that those who are do not live overseas.  The gains from higher 
densities are most likely communal gains, as the consolidators themselves believe or imply, 
so it seems fair that if less domestic space is to be made available to new householders they 
should be compensated.  Or are the calls for higher densities just about reducing government 
spending? 
 
Many think significantly higher population densities than obtain in Australian cities would just 
be socially beneficial.  They may be right, but try this thought experiment: if population 
densities in residential areas were significantly higher, would you also want the overall 
density of the city to be correspondingly higher?  Or would you rather the savings, which will 
be much less than first appears (Stretton 1974) were used close to home - to protect urban 
bushland and foreshore, plant communal gardens and forests, retain market gardens, insert a 
fine-grained network of walking trails and bikeways, and so on?  The net result of which 
would seem to be another kind of (relatively) low density city. 
 
The Green Suburb and Density 
 
Much actual suburban back or frontyard activity - keeping wolfhounds, poisoning snails, or 
growing azaleas - does not have much to recommend it to greens.  And leafy suburbs where 
possums scamper across the roofs are also where the shareholders in mining companies are 
concentrated, so developing consistently appropriate attitudes to the natural world is not 
easy.  But it is difficult to believe a better way to encourage such attitudes would be to remove 
the site for close encounters with this world from home or neighbourhood by building them 
out. 
 
At the end of his thoroughgoing critique of contemporary affluent consumer societies, Trainer 
(1985) provides a sketch of an alternative society which seems to capture many of the 
sentiments of greens.  He argues for a radically reduced reliance on commercial production 
and commercially orchestrated consumption, and for a significant increase in domestic and 
neighbourhood production, distribution, exchange, and consumption of goods and services.  
In short, Trainer (1985, p. 266) wants to shift 'the centre of gravity of the economy . . . from 
the boardroom to the domestic backyard'.  If we are to radically change our economic and 
social patterns in this way and the spatially dispersed interest communities of our modern 
societies give ground to communities reunited with neighbourhoods - with people making and 
repairing goods for themselves, growing food, generating power, recycling waste, localising 
government and recreation, and deinstitutionalising people and services - then we will need 
space and resources and skills at or close to home to do it. 
 
However likely Trainer's proposal is to be implemented without some prior economic or 
environmental shocks, one of its strengths is that one can see how we might begin to move 
towards its realisation.  Our general levels of affluence are now such that many people (in 
particular, men) could afford to withdraw significantly from the commercial economy, 
satisfying more of their ordinary daily needs and those of others themselves.  In this way, the 
inefficiency of the suburbs in daily exporting workers and consumers and importing goods 
and services would be steadily reduced.  And the many frustrated light green residents would 
find opportunities to participate in the movement to the dark green future Trainer envisages, 
without such a movement creating social chaos. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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